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This information-packed, lavishly illustrated book by nutritionist and former championship Tonkinese

breeder Dr. Celeste Yarnall and world-respected holistic veterinarian Jean Hofve, DVM, is the 2010

winner of a Certificate of Excellence and the prestigious Muse Medallion award for Best Book from

the Cat WritersÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ Association. CelesteÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s time-tested natural and holistic expertise

gives cat owners insight into natural alternatives in food, medication, alternative therapies, and

healing practices, improving the lives of feline friends and well as their caregivers. Table of

ContentsGetting to Know Your CatLiving Harmoniously with Your CatDangers of Conventional

ThinkingNutrition as Preventative MedicineNatural RemediesHands-On HealingOther Healing

Modalities and Anti-Aging TherapiesSaying Good-bye to the Ones We LoveThe Future of Holistic

Cat CareHealth Reference ToolsAstromedicine for CatsThis science-based yet reader-friendly book

breaks new ground by revealing anti-aging modalities that have never before been published in a

pet care guide. The Complete Guide to Holistic Cat Care also includes a complete bibliography and

a list of suppliers of holistic remedies and services for the reader's convenience.
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I read this book front to back two times. It is so well written and informative. I learned so much from

this book. I changed many of my ways based on the information given in this book. Years later and

every once and a while I still pull this book out because I remembered something or to use it as a

reference or comparison to another book (by another author) I am currently reading. I always put

this authors experiences, expertise and opinions first. This book also contains really nice pictures

and very helpful charts.The chapters are very easy to navigate.

LOVE IT!There's all kinds of arvice books and websites for healthy pets. This one is more hands

on.It has great practical advice to help keep your furbaby healthy for years to come!

i love this book and have found myself using some of the holistic therapies on myself, such as the

back flower essence therapy and diet modifications. it has inspired me to take better care of myself

and my two kitties! i have experimented with cat massage and have learned a bunch of new

interesting therapies that aren't "main stream", which i like. just say no to conventional dry food and

yearly vaccinations! i've already been giving my cats a nutritious raw food diet from lisa pierson's

website [...]. my cats and i are healthier now thanks to this book! many thanks to the authors for

putting together such a detailed, well organized, informative and beautifully photographed book.

very highly recommended if you have a cat or plan on owning one!

The kindle edition is really bad. The contents page does not take you to the "chapter" and there

really is no chapters. The info is more fear based and doesn't really tell you anything good to do. It

is all very vague and can be found any where online. The recipe for the home made food is

unrealistic. Not helpful at all. Save your money and just google.

After receiving my copy of "The Complete Guide To HOLISTIC CAT CARE I was very pleased with

it beautiful yet simple look! This text is full of information which updates history on our beloved pets

to the useful tools of today. The layout of the subject matter is easy to follow and the text is very

easy on the reader's eye! The diagrams and photographs are wonderful and extremely informative.

Food menus and herbal treatments are easy to follow and the items can easily be obtained. Celeste

Yarnall, Ph.D and Jean Hofve, D.V.M. have provided the cat lovers of the world with a truly useful

must have book to ensure a healthy and long lived animal member of the family!



This book is absolutely great. It discusses the importance of raw foods and diet in general, herbs,

natural remedies, hands-on healing and a range of healing and anti aging modalities. What is most

impressive about this book is the extent to which the authors draw on approaches and therapies

used on humans and translate them to be effective for cats. Once example is the Activated Air

device (page 122) that is used for human health and vitality. The authors have successfully

translated this and many other approaches for use with cats. Only true cat enthusiasts would have

made that connection. Well done.

Rarely am I compelled to ever leave feedback on an item, but this book is quite exceptional. Yarnall

and Hofve write eloquently about various holistic care approaches for cats and introduces many

things like reiki, cat massage, aromatherapy/ bach flower essences for cats, herbal treatment,

acupressure, EFT, kinesiology, bioresonance therapy, chakras/auras/colours, cat zodiacs, proper

nutrition (we feed raw rabbit with the organs), vaccine dangers and which are truly needed and a

very impressive resources section in the back of the book.This is one of the few books I haven't

been disappointed in purchasing, and find it a great place for beginners looking to learn more about

many of the homeopathic choices available. Certain topics are in fact brief and limited to several

pages, but the fact they are mentioned gives us readers an opportunity to learn about them and look

into them further if we so desire. This comes highly recommended.

Wonderful book of information to have healthy kitties. I recommend this to any cat owner. It's written

on a level that any can understand. Good price soon the book and came in good condition. Thanks .
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